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 Carried tremendous weight among early churches

John’s starting point: INCARNATION . . . Jesus as God-in-the-flesh

“Jesus-in-history is the TOUCHSTONE from which all other doctrines

emerge. Any minister, any Christian, who does not embrace the reality of

God-in-history, any believer who can be cavalier about the definitive event

in salvation history, namely, Jesus Christ as God-among-us, has departed

significantly from the faith of the early church.” Gary Burge



 Carried tremendous weight among early churches

John’s starting point: INCARNATION . . . Jesus as God-in-the-flesh

“Apart from the Judeo-Christian sphere, the world was religiously

INCLUSIVISTIC . There was always room for a new religion, provided of

course that it was not of an exclusive nature. Syncretism, however, did not

merely express a mood of tolerance toward other faiths. Its characteristic

expression was in the combination of various ideas and beliefs from different

sources to form new and aberrant religions. This was the age of the

proliferation of the Gnostic sects.” Donald W. Burdick, The Letters of John the Apostle









Recipients:
 1st John: “beloved” “l i tt le children” . . . true saints of God under

pastoral care

 2nd John: “chosen/elect lady” . . .

 real lady who has children, sister, and supposed nieces/nephews?

 figurative meaning for the church?



Purpose of 2nd Epistle:

(1) Urgent need to EXPOSE false teaching

*quick letter preceding imminent arrival; written shortly after 1st Jn.

(2) Remind believers to WALK in truth and love
Motive: meant to warn / encourage in love





KEY THEMES of 2nd John . . . Truth / Love / Obedience

 Grace . . . undeserved favor for those who deserve the opposite

 Mercy . . . pity shown to those who are guilty & wretched

 Peace . . . harmonious relationship resulting from grace & mercy

“Will be WITH US”



Truth : ‘aletheia’ . . . TEACHING OF CHRIST AND ABOUT CHRIST

Walk . . . MANNER OF LIVING; ongoing behavior

 Rom. 6.4 “walk in newness of life”

 2 Cor. 5.7 “walk by faith, not by sight”

 Gal. 5.16 “walk by the Spirit”

 Eph. 2.10 “walk in good works”

 Eph. 4.1 “walk in a manner worthy of your calling”

 Eph. 5 “walk in love” “walk in light” “walk in wisdom”

 1 Jn. 2.6 “walk in the SAME MANNER AS JESUS”



“What we live is what we believe. Everything else is just religious

talk.”
Vance Havner

“To maintain a healthy and growing community the church

must exhibit a FIDELITY TO THE TRUTH that knows

NO COMPROMISE, and they must love one another in a

way that knows NO BOUNDARIES.” Daniel Akin, New American Commentary

NO SUBSTITUTE/COMPROMISE for Truth



TRUTH MUST PERMEATE all aspects of individuals and the church:

*preaching/teaching . . . praise/worship . . . evangelism . . . fellowship

Correct BELIEF and Correct BEHAVIOR always go together.

 ‘Walking in TRUTH’ is PROOF we have heard/believed truth of Christ

 ‘Walking in LOVE’ is the PROOF of truth

 ‘Walking in OBEDIENCE’ is the PROOF of love

*Following command to ‘love one another’ is obedience to the truth!



Who are the Deceivers? they lead astray; tools of Satan subtly

placed to counterfeit the claims and truth of the Gospel . . . they place in danger

those who believe or follow their message

Deny/Reject: Christ’s deity (Son of God)

Incarnation (God in flesh)

Atoning death (significance of the cross)







2 Pet. 2.1-3 But false prophets also arose among the people, just as

there will also be false teachers among you, who will secretly

introduce destructive heresies, even denying the Master who bought

them, bringing swift destruction upon themselves. 2 Many will follow

their sensuality, and because of them the way of the truth will

be maligned; 3 and in their greed they will exploit you with false

words; their judgment from long ago is not idle, and their destruction is

not asleep.




